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[57] ABSTRACT

A space planning system includes a flexible cast-coated

paper substrate with a smooth, flexible sheet of static

cling vinyl electrostatically adhered to the coated sur-

face thereof, the vinyl sheet being die cut into a plural-

ity of graphic symbol elements in the shapes of plan or

axonometric views of items such as wall sections, win-

dows, furniture, appliances, plants and the like to be

arranged in a space to be planned. In use, the graphic

symbol elements are peeled from the substrate and elec-

trostatically adhered to the work surface of a flexible

work sheet to design a space and the arrangement of
articles therein. A first type of work sheet if of clear,

transparent polyester, reverse printed with a square or

axonometric grid, and may be rolled up along with the

graphic symbol substrate for storage in a tube. Another
type of work sheet is secured to one or both sides of a
rigid board.

34 Claims, 18 Drawing Figures
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ning system which is
^
lightweight, flexible and capable

SPACE PLANNING SYSTEM AND METHOD of compact storage.-

Yet another object of the invention is the provision of

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED a method of space planning which entails a novel use of

APPLICATION 5 existmg inexpeiasive technology.

This is a continuation-in-part of my copending U.S. t
°onnectio* with the foregoing object, it is yet

application Set. No. 694;074, filed Jan. 18, 1985, and ***** the invention to provide an improved

entitled "Space Plamiing System and Method", and
m?lod of V^mm? which eliimiia^ the trouble

now abandoned.
--- MM^ expense of drafting and redraftmg preliminary plans.10: Certain of these objects are attained by providing a

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION system for planning the design of an area and the ar-

The present invention relates to space planning, such
tatg^^it^m^i^^^^eamtn^

as the preparation of floor plans and furniture arrange,
a 0°e'P^ce sheet havmg a smooth, non-

ments in buildings and the lai»dscape plamiing of yards ,<
-p~^«^^^:^b«n^iiidiciMn..

and the like. The nwention has particular application to
' ^^ of

»ff
™blt^J**0* "**

apparatus and methods for facilitating such planning

©Derations
mg a rdatively thick substrate sheet of flexible material

Space planning may take several forms. For example,
to^ a ^tfr^on-porous storage surfac^and a

in the «£e of new construction or the remodeling of 201^ f**,
^wmp^^thm, smooth flex.,

existing construction, such planning typically includes ^ T"! I***-"**

canon of an existing floor plan. Such planning also : ~Z *P"**"** U1 B"q^«y™™ ctauBni*

includes the planning of the placen^t-oflSlrings ^T^^^^T"^ therefrom, the ele-

• and fixtures tefte^ms of a buUding. Si«ceplaS 25^^f^^^^^^^
> , * -j . . , . i j

-------v-c tions of the boundanes of the; area and items to be lo*a^mdndes extenor planning such«i land^rf^ - ^ ^ ej^t,My^^e^ynin^E^d&jmd^
peeled from the dectrostaticaUy adhered to the storage

:ement of plants and the placement of extenor struc. ££ace of^ aQd & Work surface of&
urn.. All such space planning^^ typically done by

work^ ^ defmm ^ ^ ^ ^
drawing the plans on paper, which normally requires 30 m&^t of^^ .

-

the sbll of a profess^ *awn;
others of these objects are attained by providing a

and these undergo a series of changes and revisions to method^ .|-idri^d^ id«^:of«i area and the ar-
amve at^final r^lan. Each such change or reyisum m

; ^
Aeplan^efore, entailstheprepar^n^^ provimng^
ings orthe modification.of existmg:drawings; which is

i3
non-poronsw in the

an expensive and tmi^^ a g^; froin the work sn^^ igoviding
Magnetic space planning kite have been developed a non.porous storage, surface and a ptoalStvTf

for the use ofprofessionals. Such kits include a magnetic graphic symbol elements each formed ofa thin, smooth,
work surface and a number of magnetic elements in the ^ sheet of static cling vinyl material electrostatically ad-

,

shapes of furniture, fixtures or any other type of article ncrcd to^ storage surface, the elements being respec-
to be located in the space being designed, these elements tivriyinAft^Aape^Qf views of portions of the bound-
being magnetically positioned on the work surface. This aries of the area and items to he located therein , and
greatly facilitates plan modificatipn, since the elements t^^riv^^Hnglflie dements, from tne storage sur-
can be easily moved around on the work surface. How^

45
^ and^lvni7lhem to the^d nf the, W»A ™rW

ever, such magnetic kits: are heavy, bulky and quite andggan^the dementi on the work surface to de-
expensive. fine the area anduosition toe items therein.

Planning kits have also been provided utilizing light The invention consists of certain novel features and a
and less bulky materials, such kits being disclosed, for combination of parts and method steps hereinafter fully
example, in U.S. Pats. No. 4,250,642, No. 4,245,401 and ^ described, illustrated in the accompanying drawings,
No. 4, 148, 148. But such kits have utilized work sheets of and particularly pointed out in the appended claims, it

complex composite construction and/or use relatively being understood that various changes in the details

rigid graphic symbol elements. may be made without departing from the spirit, or sacri-

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION ficmg my ofAe advantages of the present invention.

It is a general object of the present invention to pro-
" BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

vide an improved system and method for space, plan- - For the purpose, of facilitating an understanding of
ning which avoids the disadvantages of prior systems the invention, there are illustrated in the accompanying
and methods, while affording additional structural and

. drawings preferred embodiments thereof, from an in*

operating advantages. 60 spection of which, when considered in connection with
An important object of the invention is the provision the following description, the invention, its construe-

ofa system which can easily be used by laymen, such as tion and operation, and many of its advantages should
homeowners, as well as professional space planners. be readily understood and appreciated.

In connection with the foregoing object, it is another FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a container for the
object of the invention to provide a space planning 65 space planning system ofthe present invention;

system winch is of simple and economical construction. FIG. 2 is a perspective view similar to FIG. 1, illus-

In connection with the foregoing objects, it is still trating the rolled-up space planning system being re-

another object ofthe invention to provide,a space plan-. moved from the container;

06/17/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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PIG. 3 is a perspective view of the work sheet and The work sheet 20 is provided with indicia 22 in the

symbol storage assembly of the space planning system form of a square grid. Preferably the indicia 22 are

in accordance with a first em,frnriinn»nt of the present imprinted on the reverse surface of the work sheet 20, as

invention, unrolled for use; by silk-screening. Printing on the reverse surface per-

FIG. 4 is an enlarged, fragmentary, top plan view of 5 mits the indicia 22 to be visible from the work surface 21

a portion of the work sheet of FIG. 3; without impairing the smoothness thereof. The indicia

FIG. 5 is an enlarged, fragmentary top plan view of a 22 may be imprinted in any desired color, but are prefer-

portion of the symbol storage assembly of FIG. 3; ahly imprinted in a relatively light color. The indicia 22

FIG. 6 is a further enlarged, fragmentary, perspective are then overprinted on the reverse surface of the work
view of a portion of the symbol storage assembly of 10 *heet 20 with 811 opaque background indicia 23 of a

FIG. 3, illustrating removal of one of the graphic sym- darker or constrasting color, which covers the entire

bols therefrom; reverse surface of the work sheet 20. This background

FIG. 7 is a fragmentary perspective view illustrating indicia 23 serves to provide an even, uniform back-

application of the graphic symbols to and remnva1_nf ground and prevents the indicia 22 from being confused

them from the work sheet of FIG. 4;' 15 or obscured by underlying objects or material which
"

FIG. 8 is an enlarged, fragmentary view in vertical otherwise might be visible through the work sheet 20.

section of the symbol storage assembly of FIG. 5; .

Referring also to FIGS. 5, 6 and 8, the system 10 also

FIG. 9 is an enlarged, fragmentary view in vertical
eludes a symbol storage assembly 30, which includes rt^Jt^

section of a portion of the system ofFIG. 7, illustrating
a substrate 31 having a very smooth,

application of the graphic symbol elements to the work 20 substantially non-porous storage surface 32. The sub-

sheet and to each other
stratc 31 m&y formed ofmy suitable sheet material,

2^ FIG. 10 is an enlarged, fragmentary, top plan view of
a such^ ^substrate 31 has suffi-

fiAfA a portion of a work sheet in accordance with the second
cien* ^ility that rt can be roUed into a tube for stor-

embodiment of the present invention; - „ « m
^

^

p

^tamer_^JT^MyJ^u^^Zl^
FIG. 11 is a reduced, fragmentary, top plan view of

25 * B ^^coated paper material, the storage

the work sheet of FIG. lOwith graphic symbol ele- T**,2? bcmg *C??^surfacc °f *c PfP«;
, „

ments applied thereto;
Overlymg the substrate 31 is a relatively thm sheet 35

r?¥^ r '
A , - . of an optically transparent static cling vinyl material

-
f Li

*^enX^: °V Plan vie
H
w of a ?Ton

which is dimensioned to cover the entirfstorage surface
v of a symbol storage assembly m accordance with an.

30 32 of^ substrate 31 m6 ^ electrostatic^ adbtnd
k otto embodiment of Oie present mvention,

hereto.^ sheet 35 b fonned 0/a ^.
:, FIG. 13isaperspecdve wewofafolo^bleworksheet

{ chloride
.

bm accordance with another embodiment of the inven-
derin as is well knojmifljfeeart IluLfibyerse

tion grated in its folded condiUon;
suxJagg of the vinyl sheet 35^mprirte^^

^i!?^,"
3 Pe"?CCtlVe ??

W
j* ^.r0* Sheet °f 35 jSndfcia Ah in the tnor.^t^ which mipht fc

.

^ ^ m ItS condl
.

Uon
i catedintiSsDace to be planned with thZ?*"! pl^nn^

... FIG. 15 is an enlarged fragmentoy view tn vertical ^mjjrrhe vinyl sheet 35 is then die cut, as at 37,
.section taken along the Ime 15-15 in FIG. 14; alo^tWutlines of theindicia36 to form a plurality of Si\*toA<Jl

, FIG. 16 is a front perspective view of a work sheetm graphic symbol elementsWMich can be man- J
^

^ accordance with yet another embodiment of the inven- 40^ pcclcd from ^ storage surfacc 32, separating
, lo tion;

from surrounding vinyl sheet 35 along the die cut
FIG. 17 is a rear perspective view of the work sheet fo^ 37^ & indicated in FIG. 6.

0f
JS?'^; aild

, * The indicia 36 may be printed, as by silkscreening, in
FIG. 18 is an enlarged, fragmentary view in vertical various colors, selected so as to show up clearly against

section taken along the line 18—18 in FIG. 17. 45 the grid indicia 22 and the background indicia 23. Pref-

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED erably, the symbol storage assembly 30 is formed with

EMBODIMENTS ^ sheet 35 adhered to the substrate 31, and there-

after the vinyl sheet 35 is imprinted with the indicia 36,
Referring to FIGS. 1-3, there is illustrated a space the final step being the die cutting operation,

planning system, generally designated by the numeral 50 The indicia 36 may take various forms, depending
10, constructed in accordance with and embodying the upon the particular application for the system 10. Thus,
features of a first embodiment of the present invention. for example, in the planning of the floor space for resi-
The system may be packaged in a container 11, which dential homes and the like, the indicia 36 may include
includes a cylindrical tube 12 closed at both ends exterior and interior wall section elements 40, window
thereof by end caps 13, although it will be appreciated 55 and door elements 41, elements 42 for various items of
that other types of packaging could be utilized. household furniture, as well as many other types of

Referring also to FIGS. 4, 7 and 9, the system 10 items of home furnishings and fixtures (not shown),
includes a work sheet 20 which comprises a flat, rectan- such as appliances, shelving, doors, sinks and the like,

gular, flexible sheet of a suitable material having an Preferably, a plurality ofeach of these different types of
obverse work surface 21 (see FIG. 4) which is ex- 60 graphic symbol elements 38 will be formed in the vinyl
tremely smooth and non-porous. The work sheet 20 is sheet 35, in sufficient quantity to completely furnish and
fonned ofan optically clear, durable material which can equip a home of a predetermined size. v/
be fabricated in thin, flexible sheets. Preferably, the It wjH be appreciated that >for other applications of 'V ^
work sheet 20 is formed of a polyester material, such as the space planning system 10, the symbol storage assem-
a polyester film of the type sold by E. L Du Pont de 65 bly 30 may be provided with different types of graphic
Nemours & Co., Inc. under the trademark "MYLAR", symbol elements 38. Thus, in the case of yard or land-
although it will be appreciated that other materials scape planning, for example, the indicia 36 may include*
having the necessary characteristics could be utilized. ^lant elements 43 and elements (not shown) for other

06/17/2003, EAST Version: 1 . 03 . 0002
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are peeled from- the substrate 31 arid electrostatically

adhered to the work sheet 20 in the proper positions.. It
,

: will
:be appreoafed^^ tii^ all; of the graphic symbol ele- -

: ments 38 may easily'tie peeled from the work surface 21
and moved about thereon, as desired, for effecting sim-

ple modification or revision of the preliminary plan.

;. When; the plan is complete, it can he photocopied-on

;

a copying machme^pHb^^phed^or a sheet ofdrafting
or tracing paper can be placed oyer it and the individual

graphic symbol elements 38 traced- directly onto the

p^a^^;^^^
graphic symbol elements 38 which have been used may
be stored in a plastic bag or may be returned to their

,

original rtfsifo^

types ofitems which might typically be found in a yard,

such as trees, fences, hedges, swimming pools or the

.. like. When the system 10-is mteiided to be use

planning of office space, the graphic symbol elements

38 may include elements 44 for items of office furniture 5
' > such as a secretarial desk, or other office furniture or '

:

eqmpment (not shown)r suc^
'

stations, computer, and word processing equipment,

:

v copying, inachines, file cabinets. and" the) like • It will, of V

course, be appreciated that the principles of the present 10

• spaces*- • :-

The use of the space planning system 10 will be ex-

• n^r spacei ; .-
r

that similar techniques would, be applied for planning : up and reinserted in the tube 12 for storage. In this

V/V-Vf- o&er tyoes.of spaces. Imtjally^the userof the system lO, i regardV the work surface* 21: is, preferably;j not placed
"> which; may ;be a?professionalt space planner^or , a lay4 againstthe symbol-storage1eleinents^^^^they'will

person such as a homeowner, would, m the case of an not be madvertently peeled off the substrate 31 and
already existing space, first sketch the space on paper. 20 adhered to the work surface 21. To prevent this a sheet

.:-.;-
:
ThuSi a- rough kyout^ existmg: conditions; would be r

:

of porous; non-stick;paper; mayt1>e plac^b
^ drawn with the positions^of walls, doorways; windows ; work sheet 2fr^d the >^nbol' storage assembly 30 ibe^

and other permanent fixtures such as fireplaces, sinks, fore rolling them up.

. closets, i^ators and the like positioned approxm^ Referrmg now to FIGS. 10-12, there is illustrated a
: :

'
- - ^ ^m^ieirpTppCT locations, >Tex^ the overall sizes ofeach 25 s^iare :p^

- ; room and the distance between elements in them would . with another embcKlimerit of the present inventiori The
be measured and these measurements applied to the system 50 includes a work sheet 60 having an obverse
sketch. The positions of electric, phone and cable out- _ work surface 6UvThe construction ofthe w^^

V^ door swmgs wcndd be md^catedV 30

When the rough sketch is completed, the outlines of

work surface 21 facing up. In this regard, it is a signifi-

cant feature of the present invention that the polyester 35 of the floor space indicated by the grid indicia 62.

x
t&\C& rt*J VJy without "memory" so that it can be easily ro ) bly 64i the c^nstoctici'tf

«|
yA Itylf storage and yet can be unfolded and laid flat substan> the symbol storage assembly 30, described above, ex-

above; except for the indicia thereon^ More particu-

larly, the work sheet 60 has grid indicia 62 thereon

which form an axdnometriC
v
projec^n; of; the; square;:

•pd^
ing mdicia 63 which define the wall outlines of a corner

of the symbol storage assembly 54 are in the shape of
axonometric views ofv^
or ^e-wW
work surface" 6V symV^ r '

bol storage assembly 64 may include graphic symbol
elements 65 in the shape of kitchen fixtures and applk

peeled from the substrate 31 and electrostatically ad-

hered to the work surface 21 along me lmes of
indi<fe22iin::thei^^

graphic symbol elements 40 are not ofthe proper length V ;

they may be trimmed with a scissors to the desired 45

length. Preferably, the graphic symbol elements; 40
;

dashed versions, with the solid walls representing exist- . appliances (FIG. 11), elements 67 in the shape of retail

ing structures and the dashed,walls.being used to indi- showroom furmture and appliances, elements 68 in the
cate new walls to be built, in die case of remodeling or 50 shape of warehouse racking and storage ; systems and:

^'-^-;ie^
Next, the graphic symbol elements 40 for the interior

walls and the elements 41 for the doors and windows
arc peeled from the~suhstrate 31 and adhered in the .

,
window graphic symbol elements 41 may be adhered on
top of the graphic symbol elements 40 for the walls, as

^JnoUcj^in^^ h
.

the indicia on the graphic symbol elements 38, so that

they will adhere to each other about as well as they do 60 present invention. The work board 70 includes a rela-

to the work sheet 20. However, if desired, when the, : ^tively ri^d ,substrate

final plan is complete, the;portions of the graphic sym^ -•" board or the ln<e,
: covered on me rear surface thereofby *

bol elements 38 beneath the door and window elements a backing sheet 72 of decorative and protective mate-
41 can be cut out with a scissors so that the door and rial, which is wrapped around the peripheral edges of

;
:
window

; elements 41 can :bewadhe^:-dir^y,:to\ the-;65, ^^8ubsttate,7i:bjfG^mi^ a* narriow margfc^
work surface 21; . along! the periphery

Finally, the graphic,symbol elements 42 representa- work board 70 may be foldable along a fold line 74, in
tive of the: various funushings and fixtures of the house which case the substrate 71 may comprise two separate

12) and elements 69 i^^^sliape^of wall -

er partition sections (FIG. 11). The system 50 is used in

the same manner as the system 10, it being appreciated

that the axpnome^c, graphic symbol elements 65-69

are :bSsi^ned- &coor^rate; witii -^ axonomeirK? grid^

indicia 62 and 63 to simulate a three-dimensional view
of a space plan, as is best indicated in FIG. 1L

board 7(fm accoramcewl embo'd^ent ofthe

06/17/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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15

panels or may be formed of a single panel creased to

form a hinge portion along the fold line 74, in a known
manner. Alternatively, the work board 70 may com-
prise a single, non-foldable substrate 71.

Secured to the front surface of the substrate 71, as by
a suitable adhesive, is a rectangular work sheet 75
which is imprinted with grid indicia 76 thereon. Prefer-

ably, the peripheral edges of the work sheet 75 overlap

the margin 73 of the backing sheet 72, as indicated in

FIG. 15. The work sheet 75 has an obverse work sur-

face 77 which is smooth and non-porous, the work sheet

75 being formed of any suitable material, such as a suit-

able plastic, a coated paper or the like, the work surface

77 being such that the graphic symbol elements 38 may
be electrostatically adhered thereto, whereby the work
board 70 is used in the same manner as the work sheet

20 described above.

Referring now to FIGS. 16-18, there is illustrated a

work board 80 in accordance with another embodiment
of the present invention. The work board 80 includes a 20

relatively rigid substrate 81, which may be formed of

cardboard or the like, the peripheral edges thereof

being covered with a marginal cover sheet 82 which
overlaps the front and rear surfaces of the substrate JJ1

a slight distance to define marginal flanges, as indicated 25

in FIG. 18. The marginal cover 82 serves a decorative

and protective function and may be formed of any suit-

able flexible material and be adhesively secured in

place. A front work sheet 84 is secured, as by a suitable

adhesive, to the front surface of the substrate 81, the 30

peripheral edges of the work sheet 84 overlapping the

marginal cover sheet 82, as indicated in FIG. 18. The
front work sheet 84 bears grid indicia 85, which may be
axonometric grid indicia similar to those described

sheets 60 or 84. Similarly, while, for purposes of illustra-

tion, the graphic symbol elements 65-69 have been
shown as axonometric views for use with the axonomet-
ric grid of the work sheets 60 or 84, it will be appreci-

ated that they could also be provided in plan view for

use iwth the square grid of the work sheets 20, 75 or 87.

The grid indicia 22, 62 76, 85 and 88 are preferably

laid out on a scale which may be in a range from about
one-sixteenth inch to the foot to about one inch to the

foot, depending on the application. Thus, for example, a
scale of one-eighth inch to the foot could be used for

kitchen and bath planning applications, a scale of one-

quarter inch to the foot could be used for general hone
planning applications, and a scale of one-half inch to the

foot could be used for office planning applications.

It will be appreciated that there have been provided
a novel space planning system and method which effec-

tively eliminate multiple redrawings of space plans, and
rather permit simple changes, variations and rearrange-

ments of a prdiminary plan without redrafting. The
system and method of the present invention are particu-

larly advantageous and are very inexpensive and easy to

use, so that they can be used by lay persons as well as

professionals.

I claim:

1. A system for planning the design of an area and the

arrangement of items in the area, said system compris-

ing: a unitary, one-piece work sheet having a smooth,

non-porous work surface, said work sheet bearing indi-

cia in the form of a grid visible from said work surface;

and a flexible symbol storage assembly, said assembly

including a relatively thick substrate sheet of flexible

material having a smooth non-porous storage surface,

above in connection with FIGS. 10 and U. The front 35 a S^P^c symbol sheet comprising a thin, smooth,

work sheet 84 has a smooth, non-porous work surface

86 adapted so that graphic symbol elements, such as the

elements 65-69 described above, may electrostatically

:
be adhered thereto to simulate a three-way dimensional

view of the space plan.

• Fixedly secured, as by a suitable adhesive, to the rear

surface of the substrate 81 is a rear work sheet 87, which
also overlaps the marginal cover sheet 82, as indicated

in FIG. 18. The rear work sheet 87 has grid indicia 88

flexible sheet of static cling vinyl material adhered only

electrostatically to said storage surface, said graphic

symbol sheet having a plurality of graphic symbol ele-

ments formed thereon so as to be separable from one

40 another and from said storage surface while leaving said

storage surface intact and continuous, said elements

being respectively in the shapes of views of portions of
the boundaries of the area and items to be located

therein; whereby said elements may be selectively

thereon which are different from the grid indicia 85 and 45 peeled from the electrostatically adhered to said storage

may, for example, be in the form of a square grid The
rear work sheet 87 is also provided with a smooth,
non-porous work surface 89, adapted so that graphic
symbol elements 38 may be electrostatically adhered
thereto. 50

Thus, it will be appreciated that, in use, the grid

board 80 operates in the same manner as was described

above in connection with the work sheets 20 and 75, but
there is now provided a single work board which incor-

porates two completely different grid arrangements. 55

The work sheets 84 and 87 may be formed of the same
type of material as the work sheet 75, described above
in connection with FIGS. 13-15. While, for purposes of
illustration, the work board 80 has been illustrated as

surface of said substrate and said work surface of said

work sheet for defining the area and arranging the

placement of the items therein.

2. The system of claim 1, and further including a
relatively rigid substrate to one side of which said work
sheet is attached.

3. The system of claim 2, wherein said substrate is

foldable.

4. The system of claim 2, and further including a
second work sheet attached to the opposite side of said

rigid substrate.

5. The system of claim 1, wherein said indicia are

silk-screened on said reverse surface.

6. The system of claim 5, wherein said indicia include
comprising a single, non-foldable board, it will be ap- 60 grid lines imprinted in a first color and a background
predated that it could also be foldable in the same man-
ner as the work board 70 of FIGS. 13-15.

While, for purposes of illustration, the graphic sym-
bol elements 40-44 have been shown as plan view ele-

ments for use with the square grid of the work sheets 20, 65

75 or 87, it will be appreciated that those symbol ele-

ments could also be provided in axonometric projection

views for use with the axonometric grid of the work

printed over said grid lines in a second color contrasting

with said first color.

7. The system of claim 1, wherein said substrate com-
prises a cast-coated paper.

8. The system of claim 1, wherein said vinyl sheet

comprises a calendered sheet of polyvinyl chloride.

9. The system of claim 1, wherein each of said

graphic symbol elements has indicia printed thereon.

06/17/2003, EAST Version: 1.03.0002
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10. The system of claim 1, wherein said graphic sym- therein, and selectively peeling the elements from the
bol elements include elements in the shapes ofwindows, storage surface without disturbing the storage surface

doors, fixtures and furniture. and applying them to the grid of the work surface and
11. The system of claim 10, wherein said graphic arranging the dements on the work surface to define

symbol elements include elements in the shapes of office 5 the area and position the items therein,

furniture and equipment 22. The method of claim 21, wherein said grid is

12. The system of claim 10, wherein said graphic arranged on a scale in a range from about one-sixteenth

symbol elements include elements in die shapes ofhome - inch to the foot to^about one inch to the foot
furniture and appliances. 23. The method of claim 21, wherein said worksheet

13. The system of claim 12, wherein said graphic 10 and said graphic symbol elements are flexible, said stor-

symbol elements include elements in the shapes of age surface being formed on a flexible storage sheet

kitchen and:bathroom fixtures and appliances. - .- 24: The method of claim 23, and further including the

Y""~
14. The system of claim 1, wherein said graphic sym- step ofrolling said work sheet and said storage sheet for

bol elements include elements in the shapes of plants storage when not in use.

and other landscape items.
; 15 . 25. The method of claim 24, wherein said graphic

L 15. The system of claim 1, wherein said graphic sym- symbol elements are adhered to the grid of the work
bol elements include elements in the shapes of ware- surface when said work sheet is rolled for storage,

house racking and storage systems and fixtures. 26. The method of claim 21, wherein said graphic
16. The system of claim 1, wherein said graphic sym- symbol elements include elements in the shapes of win-

bol elements include elements in the shapes of retail 20 dows, doors, fixtures and furniture,

showroom furniture and appliances. 27. The method of claim 26, wherein said graphic
17. The system of claim 1, wherein said grid is ar- symbol elements include elements in the shapes ofoffice

ranged on a scale in a range from about one-sixteenth furniture and equipment
inch to theToot tb~about7» ;~ ~ 28r The method of claim 27, wherein said graphic

18. The system of claim 1, wherein said grid indicia 25 symbol elements include elements in the shapes ofhome
are in the form of square grid and said graphic symbol furniture and appliances.

elements represent plan views of their respective items. 29. The method of claim 28, wherein said graphic

19. The system of claim. 1, wherein said- grid indicia . symbol elements include elements in the shapes of
are in the form ofan axonometric projection of a square kitchen and bathroom fixtures and appliances,

grid and said graphic symbol elements represent axono- 30 30. The method of claim 21, wherein said

metric views of their corresponding items. svmboUelements ^include elements in the

20. The system of claim 1 wherein, said work sheet is plants and other landscape items.

flexible, and further including a storage tube for accom- 31. The method of claim 21, wherein : said graphic
modating said work sheet and said flexible symbol stor- symbol elements include elements in the shapes of ware-
age assembly in a rolled-up condition. 35 house racking and storage systems and fixtures.

21. A method for planning the design of an area and 32, The method of claim 21, wherein said graphic
the arrangement of items in the area, said method com- symbol elements include elements in the shapes of retail

prising the steps of: providing a work sheet having a showroom furniture and appliances,

smooth non-porous work surface and bearing indicia in , 33. The method ofclaim 21, wherein said grid indicia

the form of a grid visible from said work surface, pro- 40 are in the form of a squaj^ grjid and said grap
viding a smooth non-porous storage surface and a plu- elements represent plan views of their respective items,

rality ofgraphic symbol elements each formed ofa thin, 34. The method ofclaim 21, wherein said grid indicia

smooth sheet of static cling vinyl material electrostati- are in the form ofan axonometric projection of a square
cally adhered to said; storage surface* said elements :

: grid andtsaid graphic symboldements represent

being respectively in the shapes of views of portions of 45 metric views of their corresponding items,

the boundaries of the area and items to be located
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